
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

With supplied hex key wrench remove 

original lens foot from the rotating collar of 

the lens. Set 4 screws aside. 

Carefully line up the 4 holes of the NSN 

replacement foot with the 4 holes in the 

lens foot mount on the rotating collar of 

the lens.

The two small screws on the bottom of the foot are “safety stop” screws, which can prevent the foot from 

sliding out of a partially-loose quick-release clamp. These can also be removed, per user preference, with 

included small hex-key wrench. Check all screws initially, and then again periodically, to ensure they are 

tight. Use of blue Loctite® threadlocker or other thread-locking adhesive is optional.

If you have any questions about installation 
please contact our friendly customer service— 
we are more than happy to assist!
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Re-install each of the 4 original screws, 

one at a time, leaving them each only 

partially tightened. 

With the 4 screws partially tightened, 

check the exact position of the replace-

ment foot to ensure it is properly aligned, 

then tighten each screw thoroughly.
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A GREAT 
alternative to a 

separate lens plate—
simply remove your 
existing stock foot 

and install!

NLF-460 pictured

About NSN Replacement Feet
NSN’s replacement feet for popular 

telephoto lenses are made of super strong 

6060 aluminum and precision designed to be strong, lightweight 

and a perfect fit. The integrated arca-swiss compatible design 

will fit any arca-swiss style quick release clamp found on popular 

tripod support heads such as Wimberley®, Really Right Stuff, Kirk, 

4th Generation Designs, Jobu Design, Custom Brackets, Benro®, 

Induro®, Arca-swiss and many others.

Call 888-667-0559 or email retail@naturescapes.net

21009 Gunpowder Road, Manchester, Maryland 21102 USA

Visit our website at www.NatureScapes.net

NLF-460 Lens
Replacement Foot

fits AF-S NIKKOR 400mm f/2.8G ED VR II
and AF-S NIKKOR 600mm f/4G ED VR II and 

AF-S NIKKOR 800mm f/5.6E FL ED VR
*may fit other lenses not listed

SKU: NLF-460


